Bücher

A dreamtour from South Germany to the north of Italy, over gravel, on old paths or over lonely
passes, surounded by a breathtaking landscape. Ulrich Stanciu, founder and longterm chief
editor of europe`s biggest moutain bike magazine BIKE.
presents 18 unique crossings in the central alps. Impressive photography and detailed
descriptions document this unique and incredible region. An important element of the book is
the added CD-ROM, that alowes the reader to create and print a personel roadbook with
elevation profile out of 638 sections (9252 km and 295.214hm overall). New is a daily stage
planer and a tour-ratingsystem. A detailed service part gives tips for scheduling, planing,
equipment and behavior during the tour.
Price: €48,Author: Ulrich Stanciu
Delius Klasing Verlag
GPS-Data
Bike GPS Online-Shop

Almost no other mountain in the alps offers such a glorious scenery for bike tours than the
Grossglockner, the highest peak in austria. This bike area extends from the arktic appering
region of Hohen Tauern to the almost mediteranean climate around the Millstätter Lake. It offers
not only 38 excellent daily tours but also perfekt connections over Glockner- and Draura-bike
path for a longer bike holiday. All 38 tours are also available on CD-ROM. The program
searches the ideal tour for you and gives you your suggested astimated tour time. The
roadbook with all tour datas and elevation profiles is available to print and makes it easy to
simulate each tour precisely. Faszinating innovation: you can follow every tour virtually in
3D-movies and contemplate the detailed touring in bird`s eye view.
Price: €9,80
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Autor: Ulrich Stanciu
Delius Klasing Verlag
Zu den GPS-Data
Bike GPS Online-Shop

This book presents you the most beautiful mountainbike tours in one of the most awesome
bike regions of the alps, the Trentino Dolomites. Breathtaking photography shows you the
fantastic landscapes of the different routes, detailed textes describe the characters of the tours,
define the target group and the level of difficulty, tell historical backgrounds and human
anecdotes. Precise profiles give information about elevation and terrain conditions. 3D satellite
imagery show the route characteristics in a real photo of the earth. Exciting: the 6 days
Dolomites round trip. The clou of this book is the interaktive CD-ROM, where all 41 routes are
available. The program searches the ideal tour for you and gives you your suggested astimated
tour time. The road book with all tour datas and elevation profiles is available to print and makes
it easy to simulate each route precisely. Faszinating innovation: 3D movies allow you to fly over
each tour. Price: €9,80
Autors: Silvio Flückiger, Simon Schranz,
Ulrich Stanciu
Delius Klasing Verlag
Zu den GPS-Data
Bike GPS Online-Shop
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The mountain regions of the Dachstein-Tauern area forms the imposing backdrop for a
fascinating bike experience. The mighty peaks of the Tauern, the cliff rock faces of the
Dachstein, quiet high valleys, soft alpine meadows and nice lakes offering ambience, pristine
huts, flower covered farmhouses and cosy guest houses arrange a feeling of security, culinary
specialitys care for consumption. Biggest argument for bikers: countless gravel and forest
roads, angient paths and trails provide a convincing base for off road fun, training, landscape
experience and harmony with nature. The book "Traumtouren Dachstein Tauern" contents 42
top-class mountainbike tours of all levels in the Dachstein/Tauern region in the west Enns valley
around Schladming, Ramsau and Gröbming, in Lungau and the Katschberg region and in the
Salzburg Sportwelt Amade around St.Johann, Flachau, Altenmark and Radstadt. With
interaktive CD-ROM like all Bike-Traumtouren books.
Price:
€9,80
Autor: Ulrich Stanciu
Delius Klasing Verlag
GPS-Data
Bike GPS Online-Shop
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